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4'-BTM OF MONITOR
3'-8"
5'-5"
4'-10"
5'-11"
65" MONITOR
MONITOR WALL MOUNT
VJ BOX (CHIEF PAC-525), SEE PLAN FOR BOX NUMBER
POE DATA DROP TERMINATED ABOVE CEILING, AV CONTRACTOR TO PROVIDE JUMPER FROM TERMINATION TO BP. SEE PLAN FOR BOX NUMBER
1" AV CONDUIT
1" CONDUIT, STUB TO CORRIDOR
POWER CONDUIT
POWER 1-GANG BOX NOT INCLUDED IN CHIEF PAC-525
PROVIDE WOOD BLOCKING IN WALL FOR 120LBS MONITOR AND MOUNT
1-1/2" AV CONDUIT
WP BOX (2 GANG EXTRA DEEP), SEE PLAN FOR BOX NUMBER
1'-6"
2'-9"
3/4" CONDUIT, STUB TO CORRIDOR
8'
1" AV CONDUIT
1" CONDUIT, STUB TO CORRIDOR
POWER CONDUIT
POWER 1-GANG BOX NOT INCLUDED IN CHIEF PAC-525
PROVIDE WOOD BLOCKING IN WALL FOR 120LBS MONITOR AND MOUNT
2" AV CONDUIT
BP
POE
TO FB, SEE PLAN FOR BOX NUMBER
2'-9"
3/4" CONDUIT. STUB CONDUITS ABOVE CEILING
65" MONITOR (FUTURE)
MONITOR WALL MOUNT (FUTURE)
VJ BOX (CHIEF PAC-525), SEE PLAN FOR BOX NUMBER
3/4" CONDUIT. STUB CONDUITS ABOVE CEILING
POWER CONDUIT
POWER 1-GANG BOX NOT INCLUDED IN CHIEF PAC-525
PROVIDE WOOD BLOCKING IN WALL FOR 120LBS MONITOR AND MOUNT
DIRECTV RECEIVER
EXISTING WALL
MOUNT SPACERS
MONITOR MOUNT
DIRECTV RECEIVER
SHARED CONFERENCE ROOM 588
MONITOR DETAIL
SHARED CONFERENCE ROOM 782
MONITOR DETAIL
55" DIGITAL SIGNAGE DETAIL
60" DIRECTV DETAIL
DIRECTV INSTALLATION DETAIL